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Abstract: The primary aim of this paper is to introduce a new type of approximation space nano topologized 
stochastic approximation space. The concept of nano open sets in weak form and strong form are used to 
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measure.We provide results, examples in digraph.  
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Introduction: The most powerful notion in analysis is the concept of topological structures and their 
generations. Topology is a branch of mathematics,it’s concepts exist in almost all branches and also in real life 
problems. Lellis Thivagar et al [1] introduced nano topological space with respect to a subset X of an finite 
universe which is defined interms of lower and upper approximations of X. The elements of the nano 
topological space are called nano open sets.In this paper we have introduced a new space nano topologized 
stochastic approximation space from the approximation space. We define the upper and lower probability of 
an event interms of the lower and upper approximation of the event using the nano open set,nano a - open 

set, nano semi- open set, nano regular open set and nano generalised open set and the results are compared. 
Nano closure space in digraph is also introduced and the upper and lower probability of a subgraph of a 
digraph is defined and studied.  
 
Preliminaries: 

Definition 2.1 :[6] Let U  be a non-empty finite set of objects called the universe and R be an equivalance 

relation on U  named as the indiscernibility relation. Elements belonging to the same equivalance class are 

said to indiscernible with one another.The pair (U ,R) is said to be the approximation space.   
(i)  The lower approximation of X with respect to R is the set of all objects, which can be for certain classified 

as X with respect to R and it is denoted by ( U , )(XRt ). That is  

)(XLR  = })(:)({ XxRxR ÍÈ  where R(x)denotes the equivalence class determined by x.  

(ii)  The upper approximation of X with respect to R is the set of all objects, which can be possibly classified as 

X with respect to R and it is denoted by )(XUR . That is  

)(XUR  = })(:)({ Æ¹ÇÈ XxRxR   

(iii)  The boundary region of X with respect to R is the set of all objects which can be classified neither as X nor 

as not-X with respect to R and it is denoted by )(XBR .That is  

)(XBR = )()( XLX RR -U .  

Definition 2.2 :  [6] Let U  be the universe, R be an equivalance relation on U  and  

)(XRt  ={  U , Æ , )(XLR , )(XUR , )(XBR } where X Í  U . Then )(XRt  satisfies the following axioms   

(i) U  and )(XRtÎÆ .  

(ii) The union of the elements of any subcollection of )(XRt  is in )(XRt .  

(iii) The intersection of the elements of any finite subcollection of )(XRt  is in )(XRt . 

That is )(XRt  is a topology on U  called the nanotopology on U  with repect to X. We call (U , )(XRt ) as the 

nano topological space. The elements of )(xRt  are called as nano open sets.  
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Definition 2.3:  :[6] If (U , )(XRt ) is a nano topological space with respect to X where   X Í  U  and if A Í  

U ,then the nano interior of A is defined as the union of all nano-open subsets of A and it is denoted by 
Nint(A). That is Nint(A)is the largest nano-open subset of A. The nano closure of A is defined as the 
intersection of all nanoclosed sets containing A and it is denoted by Ncl(A). That is Ncl(A)is the smallest nano 
closed set containing A.  
  

Definition 2.4 :[6] Let (U , )(XRt ) be a nano topological space and A UÍ . Then A is said to be   

(i) nano semi open if A ))(( Aintcl NNÍ   

(ii) nano pre-open if A ))(( Aclint NNÍ   

(iii) nano a -open if A ))((( Aintclint NNNÍ   

(iv) nano regular open if A = ))(( Aclint NN   

NSO(U ,X), NPO(U ,X), Na O(U ,X) respectively denote the families of all nano semi-open, nano pre-open 

and nano a -open subset of U .  
 

Definition 2.5 : Let (U , )(XRt ) be a nano topological space and A UÍ . Then A is said to be nano generalised 

closed set (briefly, closedg -N ) if GAcl Í)(N  whenever GAÍ  where G is nano open in (U , )(XRt ). 

Complement of a nano generalised closed set is called nano generalised open set.  
 
Definition 2.6:[2] A graph G is an ordered pair of disjoint sets (V, E), where V is nonempty and E is a subset of 
unordered pairs of V. The vertices and edges of a graph G are the elements of V=V(G) and E=E(G) respectively. 
We say that a graph G is finite (resp. infinite) if the set V(G) is finite (resp.finite). The degree of a vertex uÎ  
V(G)is the number of edge in a graph contains a vertex u. u is called an isolated point if the degree of u is zero. 
An edge which has the same vertex to ends is called a loop and the edge with distinct ends is called a link.  
 
Definition 2.7:[2] A graph is simple if it has no loops and no two of its links join the same same pair of 
vertices. A graph which has no edge called a null graph. A graph which has no vertices is called a empty graph.  
 
Definition 2.8: [2] If G(V, E) is a directed graph and u,v Î  V, then   

(i) u is invertex of v if )(GEuvÎ . 

(ii) u is outvertex of v if )(GEvuÎ . 

(iii) The indegree of a vertex ’v’ is the number of vertices ’u’ such that )(GEuvÎ . 

(iv) The outdegree of a vertex ’v’ is the number of vertices ’u’ such that )(GEvuÎ .  

 
Probability in Nano Topological Spaces: Here we introduce nano topologized approximation space, nano 
topologized stochastic approximation space, nano measure and discuss their properties. 
 

Definition 3.1 :  Let U  be a non-empty finite set of objects called the universe, R be an equivalence relation on 

U  then (U ,R) is called the approximation space. Let )(ARt  is the nano topology associated with a subset A 

of U  then the triple ))(,,( AR RtU  is called the nano-topological approximation space.  

 

Definition 3.2 :  Let (U ,R) be the approximation space with the equivalence relation R and )(ARt  is the 

nano topology associated with a subset A of U. Let p  be the probability measure with the following properties 

)(Æp  = 0, U(p )= 1 and if B = iXÈ  then )(Bp = )( iXpå . Then ))(,,,( ApR RtU  is called the nano-

topologized stochastic approximation space.  
 

Definition 3.3 :  Let B be an event in the nano-topologized stochastic approximation space ))(,,,( ApR RtU  

then the nano lower and nano upper probability of B is given by  
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)(Bp
N

 = ))(( Bintp N  

)(Bp
N

 = ))(( Bclp N   

  

Definition 3.4 :  Let B be an event in the nano-topologized stochastic approximation space ))(,,,( ApR RtU  

then the nano generalised lower and upper probability of B is given by  

)(BpgN
 = ))(( Bgintp N  

)(BpgN
 = ))(( Bgclp N   

  

Definition 3.5 : Let B be an event in the nano-topologized stochastic approximation space ))(,,,( ApR RtU  

then   

(i) The nano measure of B is given by )(* Bm  = )(Bp
N

 - )(Bp
N

  

(ii) The nano generalised measure of B is given by )(* Bgm  = )(BpgN
 - )(BpgN

  

 
Proposition 3.6 : Let X and Y are events in the nano-topologized stochastic approximation space 

))(,,,( ApR RtU  then the nano generalised lower and upper probability of B satisfy the following properties   

(i) )(ÆpgN
 = )(ÆpgN

 =0  

(ii) )(UpgN
 = )(UpgN

=1  

(iii) )(XpgN
 £  p(X) £  )(XpgN

  

(iv) )( YXpg È
N

 ³  )(XpgN
 + )(YpgN

  

(v) )( Yxpg È
N

 = )(XpgN
 + )(YpgN

  

(vi) )( YXpg Ç
N

 = )(XpgN
 .  )(YpgN

  

(vii) )( YXpg Ç
N

 £  )(XpgN
 .  )(YpgN

  

 
Proof: 

(i) Since )(ÆgintN  = )(ÆgclN  = Æ .  

Therefore p( )(ÆgintN ) = p( )(ÆgclN ) = p(Æ ) = 0. By the definition we get the result.  

(ii) Since )(UgintN  = )(UgclN  = U.  

Hence p( )(UgintN ) = p( )(UgclN ) = p(U) =   1.we get the result.  

(iii) Since )(XgintN  Í  X Í  )(XgclN .  

Therefore p( )(XgintN ) £  p(X) £  p( )(XgclN ). 

From the definition we get the required result.  

(iv) We know that )( YXgint ÈN  Ê  )(XgintN  È  )(YgintN . 

Therefore p( YXgint È(N ) ³  p( )(XgintN ) + p( )(YgintN ). Hence the result.  

(v) Since )( YXgcl ÈN  = )(XgclN  È  )(YgclN . 

Hence p( )( YXgcl ÈN ) = p( )(XgclN ) + p( )(YgclN ).We get the result.  

(vi)  Since )( YXgint ÇN  = )(XgintN  Ç  )(YgintN . 

Therefore p( )( YXgint ÇN ) =p( )(XgintN ) .  p( )(YgintN ). We get the result.  

(vii) Since )( YXgcl ÇN  Í  )(XgclN  Ç  )(YgclN . 

Therefore p( )( YXgcl ÇN ) £  p( )(XgclN ) .  p( )(YgclN ). We get the result.  

Proposition 3.7 :  Let X and Y are events in the nano-topologized stochastic approximation space 

))(,,,( ApR RtU  then the nano generalised measure of X and Y satisfy the following properties   

(i) )(* YXg Èm  £  )(* Xgm  + )(* Ygm   
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(ii) )(* YXg Çm  £  )(* Xgm  .  )(* Ygm   

Proof :   

(i) )(* YXg Èm  = )( YXpg È
N

 - )( YXpg È
N

. By the proposition (v) and (vi) we get )(* YXg Èm  £  

)(XpgN
 + )(YpgN

 - )(XpgN
 - )(YpgN

 £  )(* Xgm  + )(* Ygm  

(ii) )(* YXg Çm  £  )( YXpg Ç
N

 - )( YXpg Ç
N

. By the proposition (vii) and (viii) we get )(* YXg Çm  £  

)(XpgN
 .  )(YpgN

- )(XpgN
 .  )(YpgN

£  )(* Xgm  .  )(* Ygm  

 
Consider the experiment of choosing one card from four cards numbered from one to four.The collection of 

four elements forms the outcome space U  = {1,2,3,4}. Let R be the equivalence relation on U  such that 

R/U  = {3,4}}{2},{{1}, . Let A={2,3} thus  

)(ARt  = {3,4}}{2,3,4},{2},,,{ ÆU . Define the variable X to be the number on the chosen card. The 

following table gives the nano lower and upper probabilities of the random variable X.  
  

X 1 2 3 4 

)=( xXp
N

 0  1/4  0  0  

)=( xXp
N

 1/4 1/2 ¾ 3/4 

 
The following table gives the nano generalised lower and upper probabilities of the random variable X  
  

X 1 2 3 4 

)=( xXpgN
 0  1/4  1/4  1/4  

)=( xXpgN
 1/4 1/2 ½ 1/2 

 

To find the measure : Consider the event X ={3} 

)(* Xm  = )(Xp
N

 - )(Xp
N

 = 
4

3
 -0 = 

4

3
 

)(* Xgm  = )(XpgN
 - )(XpgN

 = 
2

1
 - 
4

1
 =
4

1
 

Therefore,we get £0  )(* Xgm  £  )(* Xm  1£ . 

 
Remark 3.9 :  
a) Neither the sum of the nano lower probabilities nor the sum of nano upper probabilities equal to one. 
b) Neither the sum of the nano generalised lower probabilities nor the sum of nano generalised upper 

probabilities equal to one. 
c) The nano generalised measure of an event is smaller than the nano measure of an event.  
 
Near Probability in Nano Topological Spaces: Here we find some rules to define nano j-lower probability 
and nano j-upper probability of an event B where j represent the near open sets in nano toplogy  
 

Definition 4.1 : Let B be an event in the nano-topologized stochastic approximation space ))(,,,( ApR RtU  

then the nano j-lower probability and nano j-upper probability of B is given by  

)(BpjN
 = ))(( Bjintp N  

)(BpjN
 = ))(( Bjclp N  

where j },,{ rsaÎ   

  

Proposition 4.2 : Let B be an event in the nano-topologized stochastic approximation space ))(,,,( ApR RtU  
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then the implication between the nano j- lower probability is given by the following diagram for all j

},,,{ grsaÎ  

)(Bp
N

 £  )(BpSN
 £  )(BpaN

 £  )(BprN
 £  )(BpgN

  

Proof : The proof is obvious.   
 

Proposition 4.3: Let B be an event in the nano-topologized stochastic approximation space ))(,,,( ApR RtU  

then the implication between the nano j- upper probability is given by the following diagram for all j

},,,{ grsaÎ  

)(BpgN
 £  )(BpsN

 £  )(BpaN
 £  )(Bp

N
 £  )(BprN

  

Proof : The proof is obvious.  
 
Probability in Digraph via Nano g-open sets: Here we introduced nano closure space and nano generalised 
lower and upper probabilities on a digraph.  

Definition 5.1 :  Let G=[V(G), E(G)] be a digraph and GCl : )]([)]([ GVPGVP ®  an  

operator such that  

(i) It is Gm-closure operator if )]([ HVCl
m
G

 = ))](((.....([ HVClClCl GGG  m times, forevery subgraph 

GH Í . 

(ii) It is called mG - topological closure operator if )]([
1

HVCl
m
G +

 = )]([ HVCl
m
G

 for all GH Í .  

  

Definition 5.2 : Let mG  = ),(
m
GClG  be an approximation space where G be a nonempty finite universe graph 

and 
m
GCl  be the closure general relation on G and 

m
CGt  is the mG -topological space associated with the mG . 

Then the triple mG  = [G, GCl ,
m

CGt ] is called as mG  topological closure approximation space.  

  

Definition 5.3: Let mG  = [G, GCl ,
m

CGt ] be a mG  topological closure approximation space and H be any 

subgraph of G then )]((),([ HVGV
m
Gt  is called the mnanoClG  topological space.  

  

Definition 5.4 :Let )]((),([ HVGV
m
Gt  be the mnanoClG  topological space where mG  = [G, GCl ,

m
CGt ] be the 

mG  topological closure approximation space and H be any subgraph of G.Then ]),((),([ pHVGV
m
Gt  is called 

the mnanoClG  topological stochastic approximation space.  

 

Definition 5.5:  Let K be an event in the mnanoClG  topological stochastic approximation space 

]),((),([ pHVGV
m
Gt  then the nano generalised lower and upper probability is given by  

)(KpgN
 = p( )(KgintN ) 

)(KpgN
 = p( )(KgclN )  

  

Definition 5.6 : Let K be an event in the mnanoClG  topological stochastic approximation space 

]),((),([ pHVGV
m
Gt  then the nano generalised measure of K is given by )(* Km  = )(KpgN

 - )(KpgN
  

  

Example 5.7 : Consider the following graph G=[V(G),E(G)] whereV(G)= },,,,{ 54321 vvvvv  and E(G)=

)},(),,(),,)(,(),,(),,{( 545242433121 vvvvvvvvvvvv   

m
CGt = }},,,{},,,{},,{},,{},{,,{ 432132131211 vvvvvvvvvvvvG Æ  
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Let H= },{ 51 vv  and 
m
Gt  = }},,,{},,{},{,),({ 5432411 vvvvvvvGV Æ   

  

v  
1v  

2v  3v  4v  5v  

)=( vVpgN
 1/5  1/5  1/5  0 1/5  

)=( vVpgN
 2/5 1/5 2/5 1/5 1/5 

 

Proposition 5.8 : Let K be an event in the mnanoClG  topological stochastic approximation space 

]),((),([ pHVGV
m
Gt  then the nano generalised lower and upper probability of K satisfy the following 

properties   

(i) )(ÆpgN
 = )(ÆpgN

 =0  

(ii) )(GpgN
 = )(GpgN

=1  

(iv) )(KpgN
 £  p(K) £  )(KpgN

  

(v) )( c

g Kp
N

 = 1- )(KpgN
  

(vi) )( c

g Kp
N

 = 1- )(KpgN
  

  
Proof :   

(i) Since )(ÆgintN  = Æ  and )(ÆgclN  = Æ  therfore p( )(ÆgintN )= 0 and 

 p( )(ÆgclN )=0. Hence the result.  

(ii) Since )(GgintN  = G and )(GgclN  = G therfore p( )(GgintN )= 1 and  

p( )(GgclN )=1.Hence the result.  

(iii) Since )(KgintN  Í  K Í  )(KgclN . Therefore  

p( )(KgintN ) £  p(K) £  p( )(KgclN ).Therefore we get the required result.  

(iv) )( c

g Kp
N

 = p( )( cKgintN )= p(G)- )(KgclN ) = p(G)-p( )(KgclN ) = 1- )(KpgN
  

(v)  As similar to the above case.  

Since )(ÆgintN  = Æ  and )(ÆgclN  = Æ  therefore p( )(ÆgintN )= 0 and  

p( )(KgclN )=0.Hence the result.   

Proposition:5.9 Let K and T are events in the mnanoClG  topological stochastic approximation space 

]),((),([ pHVGV
m
Gt  then the nano generalised lower and upper probability of K and T satisfy the following 

properties   

(i) )( TKpg È
N

 ³  )(KpgN
 + )(TpgN

  

(ii) )( TKpg È
N

 = )(KpgN
 + )(TpgN

  

(iii) )( TKpg Ç
N

 = )(KpgN
 .  )(TpgN

  

(iv) )( TKpg Ç
N

 £  )(KpgN
 .  )(TpgN

  

Proof : Since the following condition are true for the graphs K and T the proof is obvious.   

(i) )( TKgint ÈN  Ê  )(KgintN  È  )(TgintN .  

(ii) )( TKgcl ÈN  = )(KgclN  È  )(TgclN   

(iii) )( TKgint ÇN  = )(KgintN  Ç  )(TgintN   

(iv) )( TKgcl ÇN  Í  )(KgclN  Ç  )(TgclN   

Conclusion: Here we intoduce some new type of probabiliy measures in nano topological space and explain 
it’s advantages with the example. In digraph we introduce the closure stochastic approximation space and 
study its properties. This can be further extended to matrices and real life problems.  
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